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honestech. Video Vault VHStoDVD5.0.exe VHStoDVD5Starter.exe Categories We are NO staff or affiliated with
Honestech.com.All trademarks, registered trademarks & logos are property of their respective owners. This is a free software.Q:
What's the best way to get the file size of an image file on the iPhone? I'm trying to get the file size of a UIImageView that has
the "image" property set. I currently tried using the [UIImage imageWithContentsOfFile:path:] method (as opposed to using the
UIImagePNGRepresentation/UIImageJPEGRepresentation), which is what Apple does, but it doesn't seem to work (it doesn't
give me the same results). Does anyone have any advice? A: Turns out I just needed to change the name of the file to png using
an extension (e.g. test.png -> test.png.png). I had misunderstood this line from the UIImage imageWithContentsOfFile
documentation: If you specify an extension of an image file, the file is assumed to be an image to which the specified extension
has been appended. Although it is not explicitly mentioned, it seems that the file extension is what gets used by UIImage. For
example, I can use [UIImage imageWithContentsOfFile:path:scale:orientation] when my image is named test.png.jpg to get the
same results as I can use [UIImage imageWithContentsOfFile:path:]. Maybe I can even use it to get the same results as
[UIImage imageNamed:], but I'm not sure. I am an authority in my field and I know everything about the products that I carry. I
love it that way. A number of years ago when I opened the first PC tools & Powers Tools store I saw the opportunity to make
this a better business. I wasn't the only one thinking that way so we developed this system where only employees from the
company that develops the hardware and software can carry the products.I believe the understanding of PC and PowersTools
products combined with the relationship between the owners we can make your store a better one. Contact us to find out how
much you can save from shopping in our store.Could Animal Crackers Cause Cardiovascular
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